HARDWARE
THE VIDEOSPHERE
by GENE YOUNGBLOOD

In 1948 approximately 200,000 American homes had television sets ; fifteen television
stations were broadcasting regularly . By 1958 some 520 stations were broadcasting to
receivers in 42 million homes. Today there are tens of thousands of broadcasters and
approximately 100 million homes have television sets. More than 95 per cent of American
homes have TV sets today, approximately 14 million of which are color. In fact there are
more TVs in U.S. homes than telephones, bathtubs or refrigerators . TV antennas bristle
from the rooftops of ghetto shacks that don't even have plumbing . An estimated
quarter-billion television receivers are in use around the world .
Television is the software of the Earth.
The videosphere is the noosphere-global organized intelligence--transformed into a
perceivable state.
This implosive, self-revealing, consciousness-expanding process is irreversible . Global
information is the natural enemy of local government, for it reveals the true context in
which that government is operating . Global television is directly responsible for the political
turmoil that is increasing around the world today. The political establishments sense this
and are beginning to react. But it's too late. Television makes it impossible for governments
to maintain the illusion of sovereignty and separatism which are essential for their existence .
Television is one of the most revolutionary tools in the entire spectrum of technoanarchy

Comsat officials say they can put a domestic satellite system into orbit within 24 months
after receiving federal approval .
september of 1969 the U .S. and India signed a pact which will bring direct
satellite-to-village television for 5000 villages in India . Manually-operated generators in each
vil se will provide electricity to operate one community TV set and a ten-foot dish antenna
that will reach out 22,300 miles over the Indian Ocean to receive programs from two
satellites . Next India hopes to have a TV satellite system that will reach directly into
560,000 villages by 1975, and for less than $200 million . Thus India has entered the
television phase of the industrial equation considerably in advance of previous nations,
having completely bypassed the ground relay stage and beginning with satellite television .
In

Within five years constant analysis of this planet via TV satellites will be a $2 billion
industry . . . . Remote multispectral sensing capabilities of the satellites can distinguish
between various types of crops such as wheat, oats, and corn, and can also provide an
early-warning system for the spread of insect infestation or crop disease, lack of adequate
water, livestock movements, changes in grazing patterns, in forest and water tables, and even
wild animal and bird migrations may be continuously surveyed . By measuring light and heat
emanations, the flows of traffic in and out of cities can be computed ; patterns of human
occupancy of buildings can be deduced from temperature changes-all from satellites
thousands of miles above Earth .
Equipped with special high-resolution 5000-scanline cameras in a low 500-mile orbit,
satellites have yielded picture resolution equivalent to 100 feet above ground . Higher
resolution is possible, officials announced, but some countries would complain of "invasion
of privacy ."
The Nippon Electric Company of Tokyo has announced that its solid state flat TV set
composed of light-emitting diodes will be released on the commercial market next year.
. . . it appears that flat wall TV sets will be on the commercial market by 1978 at the latest.
It is estimated that in 1975 your average color TV set will cost less than $50 .
. . . a TV receiver only 5-1/2 inches thick with a 13-inch screen .

Television, like the computer, is a sleeping giant . But those who are beginning to use it in
revolutionary new ways are very much awake . The first generation of television babies has
reached maturity having watched 15,000 hours of television while completing only 10,000
hours of formal education through high school . Yet television itself still has not left the
breast of commercial sponsorship . Just as cinema had imitated theater for seventy years,
television has imitated cinema imitating theater for twenty years. But the new generation
with its transnational interplanetary video consciousness will not tolerate the miniaturized
vaudeville that is television as presently employed. We will liberate the media .

. . . a compact tubeless TV camera less than two cubic inches square (smaller than a man's
hand) which utilizes solid-state light sensors instead of the conventional photo-cathode
screen .

Cheap, mass-produced, personalized radar sets and house-to-house closed-circuit television
broadcasting soon will be available . . .

. . . a half-dollar-size TV screen

Approximately 75 per cent of all TV homes
receiving UHF as well as VHF programming.
channel by 1974. Meanwhile there are fewer
population that do not have CATV systems
consideration .

in America are now "all channel," that is,
It is estimated that 97 per cent will be all
than 100 communities of more than 2500
now operating or with applications under

. . . The FCC recently granted permission for Microwave Communications, Inc . to compete
with AT&T by offering CATV systems for rent at parts of a circuit for part of a day . AT&T
charges for a whole circuit 24 hours a day . The first lines were to be available between
Chicago and St. Louis by July 1970.
. . . a new way to transmit CATV programs without laying down miles of cable has been
developed . . . a "quasi-laser" broadcasting system with power requirements in the range of
a flashlight battery . . . . tire system transmits up to 15 miles and is "virtually impervious" to
atmospheric conditions.
. . . the New York County Lawyers Association currently is studying the question of
whether the public, as owners of the airwaves, have a right to compel TV stations to provide
free CATV service since it is the clearest reception .
. . . a two-way television system that can measure audience reactions instantly via cable and
computer interface .
By autumn of this year, Bell Telephone's first commercial Picturephone service will be
available to the public . . . . AT&T will begin testing a variety of equipment that can read
your gas and electric meters via the same lines.
. . . A laser videophone is now in operation at the headquarters of Nippon Electric Company
in Japan, between buildings 300 yards apart.
. . . (Nippon Electric Company) has used lasers to transmit black-and-white television over a
distance of three miles.
A laser-line telephone system that also carries black-and-white TV is now in operation in a
high-rise office building in Moscow.
. . . "demand TV" or "telecommand" systems are expected by about 1978. This system will
allow an individual to telephone regional video library /switchboards, ordering programs
from among thousands listed in catalogues . The programs will be transmitted immediately
by cable. . . .
Two networks in Japan are now so automated that two computers in headquarters connect
26 TV stations, schedule production work on 600 to 700 shows at a time, operate master
switching controls, warm up equipment, select films and tapes and put them on the air .
They do much the same for 33 radio stations .
. . . "videofax" or "homofax" process of facsimile replication and distribution by which one
will receive newspapers, magazines and educational documents over home facsimile
receivers . Although demonstrated as early as the 1930's homefax systems are only now
corning into commercial use . . . . the facsimile revolution challenges current FCC
regulations of content of CATV programs . Since the "content" of the facsimile system is a
newspaper, present government rulings amount to an impairment of freedom of the press.
The three major satellite networks the Comsat/Intelsat series, the U.S. Defense Department
series, and the Soviet Molniyas series - . . .
By 1972 no geographical area of the world will be without access to communications
satellites .
Direct satellite-to-home TV is planned for NASA's Applications Technology Satellite-C
scheduled for launch in 1974. According to a study made for NASA by Sylvania, home TV
sets could be modified to pick up the signal for $ 100 to $ 150. Spokesmen for General
Electric, however, maintain that the average American TV set could be converted to
direct-from-satellite reception for about $50 and (in black-and-white at least) deliver a
better picture than most sets get now. Comsat claims its "local" satellite system would
require no modifications of the home receiver.

. . . a TV tube with a screen 4 x 6 feet but only one foot thick .

. . . a high-resolution TV camera less than one pound and small enough to carry in a
pocket. . . .

. . . a two-dimensional laser color TV with a screen 10 x 6 1/2 feet, composed of thousands of
glass bars only two millimeters thick . . . .
. . . transistorized TV sets with rechargeable 500-hour batteries .
. . . a 200-scanline system with picture definition so sharp that it may be transferred to 35
to 70 mm film via laser for common movie theater use .
. . . "video Braille" . . . a TV camera scans an area and the picture code is transmitted to
400 solenoid stimulators on the blind person's back, where the picture is translated onto the
skin through plastic-tipped vibrators .
most observers estimate that TV cameras small enough to fit in a human eye socket will
be developed within the next 10 years.
. . .

. . . television sets that translate foreign-language programs into the language of the receiver's
local area . . .
By 1972 more than 200,000 low cost videotape recorders will be in use in the United States,
and the video cassette image-publishing industry will be well on its way to blanketing the
Earth with audio-visual information . The videosphere will alter the minds of men and the
architecture of our dwellings . "There's a whole new story to be told," says video artist Scott
Bartlett, "thanks to the new techniques. We must find out what we have to say because of
our new technologies ."
Excerpted from THE VIDEOSPHERE by Gene Youngblood, copyrighted material, to be published July, 1970, in show
Magazine .

Rolf-Ulrich Kaiser, at 5 Koln-Dellbruck, Bergisch Gladbacher Str., West Germany, is writing
a book about the "Counter Media" in which he will have a section about videotape .
Expanded Cinema by Gene Youngblood, to be out in July by E.P. Dutton & Co.

CATV

by THEA SKLOVER
APRIL CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO
Cable television operators marched into Chicago on April 30 in order to learn about alternative software packages available
for cable-casting. The meeting was planned in response to the Federal Communications Commission's rule requiring all
CATV systems with over 3,500 subscribers to offer "a significant amount" of their own programming by January, 1971 .
At present, there are 270 systems that fall into this category .
The growth of the cable industry in recent years, which has resulted in this FCC edict, is testified to by the figures released
by the National Cable Television Association, the sponsors of this convention . "There are now 2,400 community antenna
systems operating in 49 states, serving 3,900 communities with an annual revenue of $300 million, employing 60,000
people and serving 4,500,000 homes. In addition to the 2,400 CATV systems that are presently in operation, as of
January, 1970, about 2,100 additional communities had issued CATV permits to local operators and in 1,400 communities
CATV applications were pending before local governing bodies." if all these systems were to become operational within
the year there would be approximately 5,900 CATV systems operating throughout this country . The projected figures
claim service in 30 million homes via 7,500 systems with an annual revenue of $3 billion by 1980 . It certainly seems that
this industry is well on its way to becoming a formidable component of the communications community .
Hand in hand with the programming considerations on the part of the cable operators, came concern and interest in
advertising dollars. Now that the FCC has removed restrictions on the carrying of advertising commercials over the cable,
the cable owners are turning their thoughts towards the potentials for advertising revenue . Concern and interest in
advertisers came hand in hand with the programming considerations at the convention. Both the national advertiser as well
as the "local yokel" were contemplated as sources of revenue to cover the costs of local origination . Information regarding
sales promotion, marketing techniques and ratings charts were in as much demand as facts about costs of the software
offerings . The cable operators were taking the plunge into that communications community formerly the exclusive
property of the publisher and the broadcaster and were arming themselves with all the necessary facts and figures . They
intend to become formidable competitors for that advertising dollar.
The convention was well attended, much better than anticipated, with over 230 cable system owners in attendance,
including the small single system owner from Dixon, Illinois as well as the multi-system owner such as Teleprompter . In
addition, many "interested parties," neither exhibitors of software materials nor cable owners made up a third group of
those in attendance at the Palmer House in Chicago . This group represented a variety of interests and are a possible
indication of potential alternative inputs into the industry . Amongst this group was UPI, Reuters, Ltd ., The American Film
Institute, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Comsat, Dreyfus Corporation, Stanford Research of Palo Alto, Standard
Rate & Data Service and some social interest types like myself.
Most of the meeting was devoted to presentations by the 24 software exhibitors. These programming choices ran the gamut
of commercial fare, including old movies, re-runs of former network winners now in syndication, cartoons pots of these, all
fashionably stressing non-violence), an automated weather and news report coupled with a ticker tape, game shows

Yes, we will be sold on the virtues of able television, the fact that it can bring us studio quality reception on every
channel, no more ghosts, no more snow, no interference, no frustrating flip-flops, 24 hour news, weather and stock reports,
the matchless presence of today's natural high-fidefily colorcasting, locally oriented programs, old movies and in some
puts of the city the already mentioned home games of the New York Rangers and the winning Knicks .
What a cheat! As usual we shall be taken, had if you will, shelling out our hard earned dollars for a service that is a pittance
of the infinite possibilities that this new technology could bring into our lives. We shall be paying for a better picture of the
same old garbage, the type of enlightened, innovational, inspired programming that is currently carried on over the air
television . . . a clearer image of Johnny Carson's newest sport jacket . . . a truer rendition of Lucille Ball's red hair in those

1 Love Lucy reruns, or locally produced programs of a similar nature . . . not worth the six bucks a month. But so goes the
fate of the inhabitants of this fair city and nation-had again.

A Community Antenna or Cable Television
system (CATV) consists of: 1) super antenna
to pick up broadcasted signals, 2) a "head" or
"headend" which processes these signals and
can serve to process locally originated signals,
3) coaxial cable which is strung via telephone
poles or city ducts to the home TV sets .
Subscribers generally pay $5 a month for the
hookup . Cable capacity is presently 12 or 20
channels and in San Jose, California a 42
channel capacity is being installed.

My intention is not to harangue you, nor to make you angry or even resentful of this new "service" that has dropped into
your snowy television picture, for that would be unfair and just add to the heavy bundle of frustrations that you already
carry around with you daily. Nor for that matter is my intention to take pot shots al the able industry, for that would
create more hostility and not better use of the technology . No, my purpose is to show you some of the real services that
the cable industry could perform, as well as ways that these services could come into being, and then hope that you will be
inspired enough to go out and do something about getting them for yourself.
Contrary to many of the other frustrations plaguing the lives of city dwellers today, there really is something immediate
and effective that all of us an do to guide the growth of the cable industry . The youth of the industry coupled with the
fact that local municipalities have a great deal of the responsibility for the creation of the laws governing CATV, make it
much more possible for the average citizen to have his say and be listened to . The youth of the industry means that the
vested interests arc not as strongly entrenched as they are in the more established service industries-telephone, gas and
electric.
operators require
The local governments have become heir to this regulatory function to some degree oeause the able
Therefore the cable operators
access to the public thorough-fare in order to lay or string their wires throughout the town .
the
must go to the city municipalities in order to gain franchises, or permission, to wire up the area . It is possible that in
requirements
future the FCC may well pre-empt all rule-making regarding CATV, as they did in regard to the origination
begin local programming of
for all local able systems. This ruling, requiring all systems with over 3,500 subscribers to
operators.
significant degree by January, 1970 preempted New York City's ban on the showing of feature films by able
governments
However, the evidence is fairly clear that the FCC would welcome creative law making on the part of local
Force Report on
and is indeed looking towards the cities for guidelines in certain specific areas. In fact, the Mayors Task
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(BINGO) was the big news in this category along with a new version for kids, (LINGO), instructional materials for use
exclusively on an educational channel, produced by National Instructional Television, and a package of NET productions
All of these offerings obviously produced originally for broadcast purposes and aimed of the mass market.
There were three presentations that were geared specifically to the able market ; a series of short programs that could be
integrated into a locally produced show by wrapping around them a local narrator or guest personality, format packages,
which were offered by CBS and International Tele-Cable Productions, Inc., headed by Bert Claster of Romper Room fame,
included full instructions for local originations right down to the hiring of personnel, the construction of sets, in addition
to scripts, film inserts and ongoing seminars for the newly hued bat "talent" . (Really a do-it-yourself kit for smaller
versions of the standard mediocre television fare now offered by over the air television .) The locally-originated packages,
"Local and Live" as one supplier labeled them fit into the following programming descriptions :
Shows for the pre-schoolei -these usually proport to teach as well as entertain, a la Sesame Street .
How-to shows-how to be more beautiful, have a more beautiful home, cook more beautiful food, have a more beautiful
figure, play a more beautiful guitar, predict a more beautiful future, etc., etc .
Sports shows-about bowling, fishing, golf, etc ., etc .
Travel formats--where to go on your next vacation .
Reviews-latest cultural offerings reviewed by famous personalities .
Game shows-applications of old techniques revamped for television .
The other locally oriented alternative was a plan for leasing channels outright to programmers . Kepler Television
Productions, Inc., proposed to [case a channel from the cable operators which they would supply with 20 hours of
programming per week . As part of their plan, they would create a local corporation in every town that subscribes to their
service that will hire and train community residents to produce and sell local programming . The charge to the able
operator for this service is S 1,00 per subscriber per year or 5% of the gross of advertising revenue . This plan is currently in
effect in Glassport . Pennsylvania and Kingsport, Tennessee.
The local CATV system in Cherow, South Carolina has already been operating under a similar leasing situation . A former
disc jockey leases a channel on this 1,000 subscriber system and produces and sells ads for his own record show. The
Jefferson-Carolina Corp . is planning a similar arrangement for its 5,000 subscriber system in Greensboro, North Carolina,
leasing a channel to a local radio station so that they can cablecast their DJ's. Many systems are leasing channels to the
local school systems for their own productions . This leasing concept has been encouraged by the FCC in order to create a
variety of programming choices as well as a diversity in those who control these new channels of communication . The
presentation of this particular alternative didn't seem to be met with great glee by the assembled cable owners .
In addition to all these program offerings there was advice as to the best way to market the shows, which neighborhood
retailer would most likely buy which show, as well as promises of future sales forces that would sell the shows for the
ablecasler in both the regional and national markets.
The price for all these programs and
presently in operation . However, due
individual deals with individual cable
trying to determine what the market
season .

services ranges from $100 to S200 an hour for the majority of the cable systems
to the youth of the industry, most of the software suppliers were willing to make
systems rather than quote general rates. Most of the programmers were actually
would bear and will probably be ready for more specific rate statements by next

It is important to note that after these 24 exhibitors finished giving their "pitches," had talked intimately with the cable
people in their "hospitality suites" and shared a drink or two, most of the cable operators were not buying . Whether
indeed this was due to a lack of funds, need for thinking time or the realization, as some claimed, that most of the
materials presented would not satisfy the requirements for locally oriented fare time will tell. However, the first stage in
the development of an ongoing marriage between able caster and programmer had begun . As one official of the NCTA
said, "These people will be living with each other for many years to come and so the first introductions had to be made."
That indeed was the underlying rationale for the conference .
Quite obviously most of the presentations and discussions at the meeting reflected an overriding concern with the
monetary potentials of cable, the advertising dollars and consequently the entertainment form of programming that has
been geared to the tastes of the general mass market . There was isolated talk here and there about "a promising new
technology," "two-way systems," "computer inputs," "new localized service," "de-centralized forms of communications,"
"means of giving voice to a cross-section of the community," etc ., etc., however, they were only words hanging in the air,
with no hard facts, no real program plans to give them credence . When pressed about the promise of cable, particularly in
the area of service to the minority, groups in the community, most would point with pride to Teleprompter and the
excellent job they are doing in servicing lice Harlem community . Yes it is true that Irving Kahn, President of Teleprompter,
does talk a great deal about the ability of cable to broadcast its message to geographical units as small as one neighborhood
and the service it can therefore provide for the minority community . However, its present programming for that
community is limited to one show, Lunch at h'rank's a black version of the old Lunch at Sadi's of early radio and
television days, and is carried into the homes of all the Teleprompter subscribers, which includes most of uptown
Manhattan . Obviously, the capability of a filtering system that allows you to address directly one segment of the larger
wired community, one of the truly innovational aspects of able, is not being utilized . Whatever is produced is sent to
ever), home, relevant or not . In addition, the choice of this program as tile first production to be offered to the black
community leaves much to be desired . It would be easy to imagine over hundreds of alternative ideas that would certainly
provide more honest service to the residents of the Harlem community .
The FCC edict declaring programming diversity and the recommendations in the President's Task Force on
Communications Policy Report all suggest that a wide variety of needs, interests and tastes be served via television : "The
structure of the industry should make it possible to cater to as wide a variety of tastes as possible, the tastes of small
audiences and mass audiences, of cultural minorities and of cultural majorities. Ours is a pluralistic society, in cultures as
well as in the ethnic origins and the life-styles of its people . A medium of expression as pervasive as television should reflect
and enrich this cultural pluralism." The fact that the programming choices as well as the faces in attendance at this first
programming convention-cable operators meeting in Chicago did not include any members of the black community, nor
for that matter were there any brown or yellow faces in the crowd, is just another indication of the lack of involvement of
minority groups in this new technology . This is true both of the representatives of the systems as well as the software
suppliers and therefore strongly reflected in the programming fare being offered to the cable industry . Indeed, the only
time a black face was in evidence during the two days of the convention was at mealtimes when waiters entered the
conference rooms, or on one other occasion, a piece of film exhibited by NET showing excerpts from past productions .
The strong implication that the programming choices were even less representative of minority groups than present day
television programming cannot be ignored . A sorry beginning for the newest member of the communications industry .
But what is frightening is that this is happening in 1970, a decade marked by a growing extremism which threatens the very
core of our society, an urban plight that continues to go unheeded, a growing sense of outrage, amongst the disadvantaged
minorities who feel the lash of tokenism, an equally strong militance emerging from the white middle class sector reflecting
their sense of impotence, a growing awareness of the desecration of our natural resources, cries for peace answered with
fists, fears of economic failure evidenced in the de-escalating Dow Jones averages, and a general overriding feeling of
despair and hopelessness for many of the inhabitants of this country . The need for the constructive development of this
new form of communications is imperative. We can't afford to waste this new resource, we must find the way to utilize this
technology (o speak to some if not all of the ills of our gasping society,

CABLE TELEVISION : A NEW BALLGAME?
Present

Cable television has come to New York City! We've all seen the advertisements on the crosstown bus, the signs in bar
windows-WE ARE ON THE CABLE. COME IN AND SEE THE KNICKS AND RANGERS opened our morning mail to
offers of free installation and even a few Inonth's of free service . Yes, New York City, along with most of the nation, is
gradually growing into a Wired City, a place where many of its inhabitants will be sending off a $6,00 check once a month
to his local cable company along with payments for telephone service, gas, rent and that ever present Bloomingdale's bill.
Yes, it will soon become another given expenditure, a necessity, like air and water, something we will be hooked on . Irving
Kahn . President of Teleprompter, one of the companies presently franchised to operate cable here in our town, described
cable is the next best thing to a legal narcotic. Once you get on the
this phenomenon rather accurately when he said,
cable. you never get off."

circles and will most definitely affect the body of laws governing the industry .
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York, franchises that had been awarded by the Bureau of Franchises to Teleprompter Corporation, Manhattan
expired and new
Television, and CATV Enterprises, the three companies presently serving Manhattan and Rivcrdale, have
agreements are in the offing . At the same time (fiat service for Manhattan and Riverdale will be under examination the
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licenses to broadcast applicants, or some combination of both will be under our scrutiny ria public hearings
and the
These combinations-laws that have still not been written, the absence of well entrenched, strong vested interests
closeness of the local governing bodies implementing and developing these new ruling is the ray of hope that I offer to you.
Of course, contrary to what Mr. Kahn has said regarding a legal narcotic, once hooked-always hooked, there is always the
last alternative of cutting the new umbilical cord and also access to your dollars . But let's leave that as the last resort while
we try to guide the cable industry down the path of public service as well as profits.
Past
The history of the cable industry begins in the small towns and rural areas of our country. Originally the systems were
designed to provide service to these outlying areas that had difficulty in receiving over the air television signals. This
service, the importation of distant signals and the improved reception described earlier, was accomplished by erecting a
receiving sets
master antenna in a favorable location and running coaxial cable from the master into the homes where the
were housed . As these systems moved down from the hills and into the cities with improved equipment, they grew more
sophisticated in regard to the future implications of such a service . Companies began building "headend" facilities where
the signal is filtered and amplified, and then transmitted via the coaxial cable or microwave to the television receiving sets
wired
of subscribers, 'this filtering system makes it technologically feasible to directly address one segment of the larger
community. Therefore such a system could be constructed to speak to the needs of one small community, one block or
even one apartment house. Thus the diversity of programming so sadly lacking in over-the-air television could be
theoretically accomplished through the multiplicity of channels,

Future
. . . potential

capabilities of modem technology-newspapers that roll off your television set, home retailing services,
computer data available through push buttons in your living room, interconnection of municipal governments throughout
the country, and opportunity to participate in national and local referendums via the television screen . . . cable television
could well be the practical realization through which these concepts can become a reality. Due to the broadband capability
of cable which can carry voice, television and record information simultaneously into the home, office or classroom, what
has appeared as plans for a tomorrowland may well be made available today.
The constructive use of television as an information system rather than exclusively as an entertainment medium becomes
more and more possible as the miles of cable are laid throughout this country . Yet most of the evidence, a recent cable
programming conference, the present systems in operation, the type of hardware that is presently being purchased by the
cable operators for their systems, the fact that only two systems now under construction will have the capability of
carrying 40 channels of video and audio information, while the majority of the systems have only a 12 channel capability
with a few systems currently installing equipment with a 20 channel capability, and the type of programming presently
offered on the cable, leads you to believe that cable is going down a different road from futuristic or social concerns . . .
with its primary concern for profits like the present broadcast system . . .
The above cable articles by Thea Sklover are rough drafts for a broad report on cable she is preparing. This material is
copyrighted.

